Decorative Wall
Cladding and
Panelling

DecoClad is part of Plaslyne, the market-leading
plastic building products specialist.

ISSUE 1

Decorative cladding and wall panelling is the modern and
stylish alternative to ceramic tiles, timber, planking and
wallpapers.
Available in a range of colours, finishes, textures and
sizes, there is a

wall panel to suit all rooms in

the house, hotel or office.
Whether installed into new-build, refurbishment,
domestic, catering or office applications,

wall

panelling is cost effective, easy to fit, easy to maintain,
and hardwearing.
Add to that the benefits of better insulation, reduced
condensation and wipe-clean properties and the argument
for

wall panelling becomes even stronger.

The DecoClad Range
Orion

P/DC/O/BM
Byzantium

P/DC/O/PO
Pompei

P/DC/O/AE
Amarante

P/DC/O/CA
Carrara

P/DC/O/LU
Lugano

P/DC/M/JD
Jade

P/DC/M/RO
Rose

P/DC/T/SY
Strawberry

P/DC/T/SB
Sky Blue

Mosaic

P/DC/M/SD
Sand

P/DC/M/GY
Grey

P/DC/M/AZ
Azur LM

Tinto

P/DC/T/GL
Glacier

P/DC/T/DT
Desert

P/DC/T/AM
Amazonia

P/DC/T/SH
Sahara

P/DC/T/SA
Savannah

Patina

P/DC/P/GY
Grey

P/DC/P/JD
Jade

P/DC/P/LA
Lavender

P/DC/P/OC
Ocre

P/DC/P/TE
Terra

P/DC/P/SD
Sand

Marble Effects

P/DC/IN/250
Italian Marble

P/DC/GY/250
Grey Marble

P/DC/EL/250
Eggshell

P/DC/FE/250
Florence

P/DC/IP/250
Italian Marble Pink

P/DC/IB/250
Italian Marble Blue

P/DC/GN/250
Green Marble

P/DC/IG/250
Italian Marble Green

All Marble effects also available in white
P/DC/WH/250

Fitting Instruction
panels are easily fixed to almost every surface. Depending on
the type of wall or ceiling you can choose different types of fitting.

Nailing: apply nails evenly and level in the panel lip. Be
careful not to hit the panel with the hammer. This method
only applies when fixing cladding to a wooden surface or
battening.

Stapling: use stainless staples when fixing to
plaster. This method is most recommended when fixing
to wooden battening. Make sure the battening is flat and
level, packing out where necessary on uneven walls so that
when applied the cladding does not develop curvature by
following wall contours.

Gluing: only works when applied to an even, dry wall. The wall must be
free of any greasy substances and dust. Only use neoprene glue. Ask your
distributor for advice.
In the case of damp and uneven walls we recommend the use of treated timbers
for battening. Ensure that you leave sufficient ventilation behind the cladding
by providing an air gap between the battening. Position battens at 40 to 60
centimetre intervals.
Use end profiles to finish off the cladding.
Using battens allows you to install cables for switches and plugs for power
supply, phones…
Do not apply the product around heat radiating objects. (i.e. radiators, cookers)
Check the temperature around these objects. It must not exceed 60ÞC.

Tip: Cut the backs of panels to form internal or external corners as below:-

Decoclad products are produced using a print process. In some cases this can produce
minor colour variations. It is therefore important that contracts are completed using
panels from the same batch and are visually matched prior to installation.

Your Local Stockist

Plaslyne, Unit D, Stafford Park 7,
Telford, TF3 3BQ.
Tel: 01952 292511 Fax: 01952 292025
Email: info@plaslyne.co.uk
PLYN244

